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1* THE PROBLEM

A. General statement

The complexity of personality is readily
recognized
by all individuals who attempt in any way to
systematically

study it.

Investigation of motivation has frequently reoeived

precedence due to the desire of many psychology *t *
to be *ble
to predict behavior from knowledge of the response-producing

forces within the personality structure.

Placing stress on

motivation as a behavioral determinant does not necessarily
simplify the problem, however,

we are aware of the fact that

there are many factors operating to produce a manifold of

motives.

The study of motivation in a general sense thus be-

comes extremely complex.

Recently, in an attempt to study

motivation, McClelland (15) has suggested that it be studied
in a more uniform manner and that investigators reduce their

scope and perhaps study one motive at a time.
book,

Jy^Clelland^

"The Achievement Motive", reports the results of these

efforts.

Achievement motivation has been measured and varia-

tion has been noted among individuals.

The next logical

step has been to experimentally manipulate conditions in an

attempt to discover whether or not the achievement motive,
as measured, is in any way altered.

Projective measurements of motivation have frequently been derived by asking subjects to write stories

about ambiguous pictures.

According to Murray (10, p.l.):

Th® fact that stories collected in this way
often reveal significant components of personality is dependent on the prevalence of two
psychological tendencies: the tendency of
people to interpret an ambiguous human situation in conformity with tiwl" nast experience
and present wants and the tendency of those
who write stories to do likewise: draw on the
fund of their experiences and express their
sentiments and needs whether conscious or unconscious .*
The subject thus is presented with a relatively unstructured

stimulus situation wherein his responses are largely dependent on his own internal state and needs .

Achievement moti-

vation may be noted by the presence of fantasy expression of
need to achieve, compete, do well, and persist.

Field (10) found sex differences in intensity of

achievement motivation; he observed that females, given the
same treatment, did not respond in the same way as males.

It appeared that the complex of needs in the male differed
7

from that found in the female and , as a result, measurable
expressions of motivation were not similar.

Davenport (7)

demonstrated that need for achievement oould be related to

oareer-orientatiea in a female population,

in general, it

appeared likely that females who had strong drives to succeed in a career rather than to marry showed a greater amount
cf

nwa

for achievement.

of further verification.

However, this hypothesis is in need
The indication is that females who

are interested in attaining career goals show a high degree
of expressed need for achievement, whereas females nv« de-

siring career goals show low need for achievement.

,

3.

The present research has been directly suggested by
the Bavenport study and Is an attempt to test further the hy-

pothesized relationship between career-orientation and need for
achievement.

The desirability of noting effects of manipulation

of experimental conditions on need for achievement has also

been recognized and thus the structure of the present research
encompasses two different treatments of the subjects,

These

treatments have been characterized as ^frustration" and "nonfrustration".
First, it will be necessary to consider how need for

achievement may be expressed.
B. The Concept of n-Achievement and its ^Measurement

The first publication of the Thematic Apperception

Test by Morgan and Murray appeared in 1935.

The test, they 3aid,

was based on the well known fact that an individual confronted

with an ambiguous social situation and required to interpret
it was likely to reveal his own personality in the process.

A question justifiably

asiied is:

is the test sensitive to tran-

sitory fluctuations in the feelings and mood of the individual.... to experimentally induced changes?

demonstrated this sensitivity.

Investigations have

Kodnik and Klebunoff (19) used

the traditional T.A.T. analysis with adjusted and non-adjusted

subjects at a L'.Y.a. camp.
'

The T.A.T. was given before and

after frustration" in a game of motor coordination.

The poor-

ly adjusted group showed, as a result of frustration, a marked

decrease in themas of superiority of the central characters,

considerable increase In themas of aggression, and a decrease
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in themas dealing with "emotional states".

The adjusted group,

on the other hand, showed an Increase in themas of
"emotional
states" and no decrease in superiority of the central characters.

Bellak (1) "frustrated* a small group of students at Harvard by
criticizing five stories written by them on the X.A.T. and offering no criticism on a remaining five.

He found that subjects

projected aggression into the stories as a result of this criticism.

Aggression, however, is only one possible reaction to

frustration, as Miller ana Dollard point out.

Compensation

following frustration, according to aargent (£0), may not be
aggressive in nature,

^argent maintains that:

"There is interoperation of both past experience
and present situations as determining the form
and content of resulting overt behavior.... The
crucial present factor is not the situation as
it exists in some objective sense, but rather as
the individual defines and interprets it*"

Thus It does seem possible to measure effects of ex-

perimental manipulation with a T.A.T. -like instrument.

It

follows that this measurement should be made as soon as possible

after experimental manipulation in the event that any effect

produced is of short duration.

Eeoently such projective tests

have come into use for examining more subtly underlying motiva-

tional changes following experimental manipulation.

Notably,

M°Cl0lland»s adaptation and scoring system for the T.A.T. provides a workable tool for relating a variety of variables to

need for achievement, or n- Achievement.

The McClelland scor-

ing system is a modification of the U3ual T.A.T. analysis and

has been concerned with fewer pictures, many of which are not

5.

included in the traditional T.A.T. series;
pictures are presented in a group setting and the resulting
stories are scored for
rather specific categories that relate
chiefly to need for
achievement. An overall personality evaluation
is not attempted.
The treatment here has been to make for
more specific
under-

standing of one or more motives rather than a
general treatment of the whole personality (15). This
approach seems justifiable, if not desirable, as suggested by Combs
(5):

"It is probable that any method of detailed analysis of projective materials tends to destroy

the important dynamic 'wholeness 1 of the material
under observation.... but for the purposes of
research.... it is nuces3ary to arive at some
more uniform method of attack which will lend itself to some iiort of mathematical treats nt."

Crandall (6) used T.A.T. pictures containing central
figures of the same sex (male) and approximately the same age
as his subjects.

Using a combination of I^Clelland's scoring

system and others, he found that the most formal characteristics
of the thematic apperception stories fail to differentiate

"frustrated" from "non- frustrated" subjects.

"Only when the

rater attended to the adequacy of the central character's be-

havior in the story and to whether the environmental presses
were threatening or non- threatening was it possible to differ-

entiate stories of "frustrated" and "non- frustrated* subjects."
With this approach, Crandall found a significant "increased

punishment expectancy" in the stories of the "frustrated" subjects.

Punishment expectancy was the presence in the stories

of,

6.

M

rejecting, impeding, hostile environment
and 2.) behavior directed toward defending against failure.
I'urray (18) in his Manual has developed
the following

definition of n-Achievoaent

:

to work at something important

with energy and persistence, to strive to accomplish
something
creditably to get ahead in business, to persuade
or lead a

group, to create something.

Ambition is manifest in action.

^Clelland's statement of n- Achievement appears to be of the
same essential character with additional emphasis on the
idea

of "competition with a standard of excellence".

#ith a simu-

lated intelligence test, MOClelland, Clark, Roby, and Atkinson
(14) structured a failure condition with male students taking

psychology courses at the University of Connecticut, New

Britain state Teachers 1 College, Trinity College, and
Lesley an University.

Relaxed (control

)

and failure (frustra-

tion) conditions were taken to represent a low and high degree
of induced need for achievement and a comparison was made of

the category shifts between these two groups.

The following

changes occured at least at the .05 Jovel of confidence:

a

decrease in unrelated and task achievement imagery; an increase
in ^enoral achievement imagery, achievement related depriva-

tion the mas, 3tated needs, successful instrumental acts, an-

ticipatory goal responses, nurturant or hostile press, and
positive affective states.

These variables all go toward making

up a high n-AcMev^ient score and thus indicate the relationship between "frustration

and need for achievement as expressed

by the n-Aohievement score and the category shifts.

7.

Morgan (17) has related n-Achievement to academic
success,

students with Honor Point Ratios* of 2.1 to 3.0 were

designated as achievers and those with Honor Point
Ratios of
0.3 to 1.2 were designated as non-achiever«# The achievement
group scored significantly higher than the non-achievement
group
in achievement motivation as measured by the T*A.T,
(McClelland^s

scoring system "C").

The distribution of n- Achievement scores

for achievers appeared approximately normal, while for the nonachievers, the distribution of n- Achievement scores was bimodal

with one cluster above a score of 18 and another cluster below

a score of 11.

Twenty percent of the achiever group scored at

or below the non-achiever group median of 12, while thirty-

seven percent of the non-achiever group scored above the achiever

group median of 18.

3ome of the non-achievers seemed to have

a relatively high degree of n-Aohievement while others showed

little n- Achievement.

This would suggest that the relationship

between n-Aohieve&snt and certain indications of actual achieve-

ment may not be rectilinear.

It thus appears that a projective

index of need for achievement may be validly related to actual
achievement in group measurement.
Veroff,

iloox, and Atkinson (21) noted that achieve-

ment scores from stories written by college women and those

written by college nen, when related to performance on an anagrams task were virtually identical.

This added evidence to

Honor Point Ratio computed according

to the formula:

EPR « (3A+2BfC)

-f-

(AtBi-C+D+F)

3

the notion that

scoria procedures developed in studies

of col-

lag© age males also apply to stories
written by college age females and are thus a means of obtaining a
measure of achieve-

ment motivation in female college students.

The same relation-

ships were not obtained from experimental
manipulation when female subjects were used, however. Veroff
(SI), using relaxed
and achievement-oriented conditions, attempted to
demonstrate

differences in n-Achievement in female subjects.

He found that

the same experimental procedure that produced differences
in

n-Achievement in male subjects did not increase the mean nAchievement score of achievement-oriented female subjects.
The explanation posed by Veroff is that the mean n-AChievement
score tends to be high in relaxed as well as achievement-

oriented situations in females and that there thus is essential
ly no difference in achievement motivation in females under

these two conditions.

Wilcox has substantiated these findings

in a replication using female college students.

This subset

as a possible conclusion that females cannot show an increase
in n-vichieveaent scores because they show maximal scores under
the relaxed condition,

.vilcox suggested that experimental

conditions perhaps really 00 not effectively

falter

the achieve-

ment cues in the situation for females, and that the fault may
have been in the experimental conditions in that

a

college

environment itself contains so many cues that are achievecient-

related for females that anything remotely resembling

a

test
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situation in this environment arouses
achievement motivation.
Mo explanation was offered as to why
this relationship should
not hold for males as well and all that
can be said with certainty is that male-female differences
in reeponsivity
do

follow from essentially the same experimental
treatments.

Field (10), using relaxed and failure
conditions
found a significant increase in n-/,chievement
scores in males
and no increase for females; this is consistent
with earlier
findings.
Also, as in Veroff »s study, females soored
higher
than did males under relaxed conditions.
Instead of merely
stressing failure on an academic -like task, Field
has shown
that n- Achievement scores in femalos increase when
they are

deprived of social sucoess.

it appears that females are re-

sponsive to induced changes in n-Achievement but that this

achievement is not related to academic achievement, but, rather,
social achievement.

C. Career-Orientation

One possible answer to the dilemna is that males in
our culture have a stronger drive or need for career achieve-

ment than do females and consequently males show increased

responsiveness in n- Achievement to an ac ad eiaio -related task.
It may be postulated that doing well on a test

(

a sub-goal)

is highly related to overall success in college (on aohlcve-

nent-related-goal) which is later expressed in occupational
achiever tent (the terminal-goal )

.

Females may not perceive

college in this manner at all and it may be considered as an

opportunity to achieve socially rather than having competitive

10

occupational attribute In moat oases.
Thus many
.l may
not be motivated by occupational
competition to become e oS
involved in test situation, which
would, for the* not be
whl evement-related sub-goals, ana no increase

fwa

in n-Achieve^nt score

would be exacted,

it is not clear why female* show
higher

scores under relaxed conditions,
however,

it does not seem as

though an acadamie-like task should
be highly related to social
achievement in females, if academic
achievement were related
to social achievement, it is lively
that failure on the academic
task would relate to social achievement
in females in the same
/Banner that failure related to career
achievement in males.
It is desirable to select a group of females
that

show high career-motivation; these females should
show differenoes in n-Aohievement that are similar to
differences sho^n
by males; furthermore, fables lacking in
career-motivation

would be expected not to show differences.

Davenport {7)

#

by means of a questionnaire, has obtained a weighted
index
of career-orientation and has shown that career-oriented
girls

have significantly higher n- Achievement scores than do non-

career-oriented (marriage) girls.

Career-oriented girls, "ex-

pressed more achievement imagery, need, instrumental activity,
positive goal anticipation, and aid in attaining achievement
goals in their T.A.T. stories than did marriage girls".

Daven-

port used Freshman Home Economics females at the university of

aassachusetts and noted that there were only Z or 3 "pure"
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career girls In his study,

other subjects considered in the

career group evidenced a lesser degree
of career-orientation
in the iuestionnaire. There was a good
deal of difficulty
encountered selecting female subjects
expressing high careermotivation from the available population.
Davenport appears
to have used groups with "low" and "medium"
career- orientation
as he has noted that high oareer-oriented
subjects were general
unavailable.

Attempts have been made to frustrate subjects
in the
belief that frustration, in producing a temporary
blocking of
the desired goal, will increuse the positive
potential of
the

goal by increasing relatively the need state due to what
may
be peroeived as deprivation.

It follows that this increase in

need state should therefore reach expression in fantasy and
be

accessible to measurement by means of the projective type test.
D» Frustration

Experifueatal frustration has been induced in a

variety of ways ranging from preventing the subject from com-

pleting

cin

assigned laboratory task to the frustration of more

socially important fuotives.

Lindzey and Riechen (11) show that

it is possible to produce frustration of a social nature rather

effectively in adult subjects in a laboratory experiment.
state,

They

"The most effective •agents' of frustration appear to

be those that block acquired or
socially Important motives

rather than those that block organic or
primary drives." Their
method of inducing frustration consisted
of using several
stooges and one subject at a time. The subject
always failed to
complete the assigned task and thus prevented
the group (all
other members, the stooges, were successful)
from receiving
a

financial reward.

Later, introspective reports indicated ex-

treme frustration due to the apparent failure.
210 st

Unfortunately,

investigators do not have opportunity to spend such
a

great deal of time and effort frustrating subjects as
did

Lindzey and Kiechen at Harvard; thus the majority of
studies
using frustration have been done with groups of subjects
rather
than with individuals.

Diggory (0), using a carl

l

ollow Square Test which was

insoluble, reported scores well below zero to his subjects after

previously informing them that zero meant average performance.

Be found that the experience af failure lowered the statements
of aspiration for the grou, 8 used.

urged to off

x excuses for

Even when students were

their failures, the ef facts of fail-

ure were not eliminated.

Billingslea and Bloom (§) report that students receiving faiJJjig grades on an exam decrease the

quantity (number of

words) of their subsequent note-taking relative to the quantity
of note-taking of those receiving passing grades on the examin-

ation.

Forty-ei^ht hours later, however, the "frustration*
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subjects return to or increase their
relative note-taking over
previous levels. The quantity of note-taking
here might
be

taken roughly as an indication of the
subjects' level of aspiration.
Frequently, however, more difficulty is
encountered in

predicting the outcome of frustration.

Chilu ana ,hitin- (o),

usins the anecdotal method followed by a
questionnaire, obtained
reports from subjects concerning the most frustrating
incidents
of their lives.
Their conclusions were as follows:
1. success generally leads to a raisins of the lev< l

of aspiration, and failure to a lowering.

2. The stronger the success, the greater the probability of a rise in level of aspiration; the stronger the failure, the greater the probability of a

lowering.

3* Shifts in level of aspiration are in part a

function of changes in the subjects confidence
in hi 8 ability to obtain goals.

4. Effects of failure on level of aspiration are

varied than those of suocess.

McClelland and

.picella (13) frustrated subjects by

reporting false scores to them on a oard sorting task.

The ex-

psrtaanter was a fellow undergraduate doing an experiment as a
requirement for his course in Psychology.

E was extremely insult

in&, belittling, and swore liberally at the subjects for "fouling

up the results with such low scores", "bein^ so damned slow*,

"ruining the whole experiment", etc.
trated subjects

ijave

As a result, severely frus-

reliably more overt reactions indicating

withdrawal, attack, etc., than moderately frustrated subjects.
;rom the foregoing suauaary it is obvious that it is

possible to "frustrate" subjects In a variety
of Vftf»| there
are some practical limitations however.
There seems to be
some advantage to "frustrating subjects in
groups since, for the
time allotted, more subjects any be included
in the experimental
design, in this present research, frustration
will be defined
only as an experimental procedure.
Subjects may very well

perceive this experience in a variety of ways and
how many
subjects perceive the experimental conditions in
the manner
that the experimenter hopes or intends that they
will is not
the object of this study directly.

This much can be said:

by

structuring conditions so that subjects may experience failure,

behavioral changes are evidenced in group situations.
E. Hypothesis

It is obviously desirable to tost further Davenport's

conclusions using a more div; rslf ltd group of subjects and thus
the present study attempts to investigate relationships be-

tween career-orientation and n-Aohi©vement in a more hetero-

geneous population.

Conditions were experimentally structured

in an attempt to induce some varying decree of frustration in

caroer-oriented subjects in ordor to be able to observe any differences in the n-,iChievement scores produced.

Just what the

relationship is between frustration and n- Achievement, at present, is largely a matter of conjecture.

Morgan (17) has indicated that an achievement ^roup
is significantly hi&her than a non-achievement group as assured
by the n~ enlevement score.

Billingslea and Bloom (2) have

added further that failure makes for
aspiration.

a

lowering In level of

Diegory (8) ana Child and whiting (3) also add

evidence to a conclusion that induced failure tends
to lower
and success tends to raiso the level of aspiration.

It seems

obvious that low levels of aspiration would produce low
n-

AOhieveaent scorae and since frustration or failure apparently
produce low levels of us iratlon the relationship would bo
one wheruin frustration would produce low n- Achievement
sooros.

HWssvar, ItfoClelland, Clark, Koby, and
(with

.funics,

Vinson

ut least) failure producos e hi

;h

have shown that
de^fti of in-

duced need for achievement when failure is related to acadeisio-

reletod task-aoh lavement.

Neither Wilcox nor Voroff (£1) wero

able to increase n-;chiets«ent ualng f aawiles,
Field,
to ind

,

midland, ot

jk

o

Yeroff,

ilcox,

al, all found that it was possible

high a- Achievement

1:

los with little difficulty.

Field f s female subjects did, howsver, chow an increase in need
for achiev

.

ent when they wars deprived of social success.

Using somewhat the same ap-ronich, Devon ort wan unable to demonstrate any increase for females rein tod to a different kind
of social acooptanoe or rojeotion.

nevertheless, ravonport

did find that fomales with hi^h oareer-orienttiti.cn did show

higher n-Aohievenent soores.
One possible solution any SI that females with hijh

oarear-oriont<ition

art;

capable of showing Alfffs enoes in n-

Aohievement due to Induced frustration or failure, and as noted
earllor, females with low curoor-orlontation would be unuble to

show tiiis shirt.

This night well account for the fact that

investigators have been unable to obtain consistent results
in
attempting to induce a state of high need 1'or achievement
in

females by neons of various experimental manipulations,

ike

larger the group of subjects available, the greater the certainly that could be placed on the results as it would obviously be desirable to select the extremes of a continuum of

career-orientation

—

non-career-orientation when attempting to

experimentally induoe need for achievement.
The next step, then, would seem to be that of again

relating career-orientation to need for achievement in a female
population; it appears necessary to verify this relationship

su^ested by wavenport.

Furthermore, if females with high

career-orientation also show high n- Achievement, the possible
increase in need for achievement as a result of failure must be

systematically investigated.

If career-orientation and need-

deprivation (failure) are directly related to n- achievement,
the prediction would be that a career-orlen tod-frustrated ^roup
sliows

trated
drive.

higher

n-.

enlevement t£an a non-career-oriented-non-frus-

.roup where there would be relatively little appropriate

The non-c^reor-frustrated

groups would be expected to express

and the career-non- frustrated
n-.i enlevement

somewhere

within the limits defined by the above two conditions.

Thus

the present research is an attempt to investigate the follow-

ing hypothesis:

Career-oriented females show a greater amount
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of need for achievement under conditions
of experimentally induced frustration than do non-car^ er-oriented
females under relaxed or non-frustration conditions.

2.

PROCEDURES

A. Introduction

uestionnalres wore administered to a group of female
subjects in order to aeleot two groups of individuals:

those

snowing strong desires to attain a career soal and those
lacking
these strong desires,

iiaoh of

those groups was then divided and

the resulting four sub-groups performed on on academic-like
task.

Two of the subgroups were £iven false norms in reference to the

academic task; the other two subgroups were not given norms.
fter the academic task, all groups wrote stories on a group

T.A.T. and these stories were scored for need-achievement.
B. subjects

The subjects used in this experiment were chosen frora
a group of female under-graduates enrolled in Psychology-26

(General Psychology I) for the Fall semester of 1953, at the

University of Massachusetts,

questionnaires were administered

to 116 3ubjeots originally and, of these, 76 wore selected to

complete the experiment.

Ninety-five percent of the subjects

were sophomores and the reminder were Juniors and seniors.
C«

A

uestionnaire Designed to assoss
the Degree of Career-orientation

A questionnaire, somewhat similar to the one used by
Davenport, was administered to the 116 subjects at mid-semester.

Individual Instructors teaohing Psycho logy-a6 administered the

19

Ciuestlonnaire to their respective classes during class tine;
the last twenty minutes of the olass periods were allowed Tor

these administrations.
in size.

Groups ranged from five to sixty-five

Subjects were told that the questionnaire was needed

as data were being collected concerning the occupational and

social interests of feraale college students.

;;o

mention was

made by the individuals administering the questionnaire as to
the specific purpose of the experiment and nothing was said

about later experimental procedures.

The complete instructions

for the administration of the questionnaire may be found in

Appendix A.
Subjeots were divided on the basis of the questionnaire
into groups with high ASA low career-orientation and an inter-

mediate ^roup of forty subjects was discarded and not used further
in the experiment.

Thus a clear dichotomy of intensity of res-

ponse to the questionnaire was established.

!

lgh caroer-orient-

ed subjects were considered to be those who indicated an interest

in doing well in college and evacuate school, were willing to

attend college for a long period of time in order to achieve
their goals, were concerned with vocational training in pre-

ference to marriage and family life and in general were interested in being successful in an occupation as a result of their

college background.

Low career-oriented subjects did not in-

dicate these interests.

I

copy of the

uestionnalre used to

determine career-orientation will be found in

p

mix

B.

£0.

Thirteen items in this questionnaire wore viewed with the hope
that they could he used as indicators of career-orientation;
these items were
8.

:

Have you chosen a major yet?
no
yes (c)

9a. Do you plan to prepare yourself for 1 specific vocation while
at the University of Massachusetts?

no
(c)

9b. Have you attempted to receive any sort of aid which would
help you decide on I vocation or occupation?

no
yes (0)
10. Listed below are several common reasons for going to college.
Place a number ^ beside the one which be3t expresses your

most important reason
I am going to college in order to:
Obtain vocational training: develop skills and techniques
directly
>licable to my career. (C)
alon& with different types of people.
jjevelop my ability to
Obtain a basic general education and appreciation of ideas.
Develop my knowledge and interest in community and world
problems.
,ieet some prospect for a husband.
Help develop my moral capacities, ethical standards, and
value s.
Prepare myself for a happy marriage and family.
Carry out the demands and wishes of my family.
Keep up socially with my high school friends who have ^one
on to college.
Because I had nothing else to do.
Because I didn't want to work.
Other.
.

symbol
—The
in that they

*

indicates the responses that were civen credit
were believed to indicate career-orientution.

**(C}

,:
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11. After college, which of the following would you most prefer
doing for the rest of your life?

Career only (C)
Marriage only
Career briefly, and then marriage, but career continued; (if
you checked this item) does briefly mean to you:
1 year
1 ysars (Cj
3 years (C)
4 years (C)
Longer? (C)
Career briefly, and then marriage, but career discontinued.
Does briefly iMftj
1 year
Z years
3 years
4 years
Longer?
career stored when children arrive
•ureer and carriage,
but resumed whoa children are in school.
Career and carriage. Career 3top ed when children arrive and
never WflMifnsd after that.
Other.
12. Are you .lanninr? or considering going to e^aduate school?

yes (C)
no
If It were possible would you dec ire to
yes (c)
no
15.

?;o?

hioh of the following statements comes closest to year
feelings concerning women working?
In general, I don^t approve of women having; careers,
proI approve of a woman having a career if she wants one,
vided she is not L'- i- ried .
she .ants
I approve of a nwrrTeTwoaan having a career if
one, provided she has no children.
career if she wants
I approve of a married woman having a
rears.
onel orovidod her children are older than
©ne want© one,
a career
I approve of a married woman having
regardless of tuo *g* of her ft) lliffitt* {")

U

to you
lOa. ould you deoide on a career as being more important
if it precluded your being happily married?

yes (c)
no
important to you
lOb.tfould you decide on a career being more
children/
after marriage, if it precludes your bavins

yes(C)
no

-

t xee thinS s or activities in your life do
you expect
Sfft
^
will &2.V9
you the most satisfaction.
Your career or occupation (c)
Family relations
Leisure time recreational activities
Religious beliefs or activity
Participation as a citizen in the affairs of your community
Participation in activities directed toward national or
interna tlonal betterment.
Care of your children

28. tfould you accept a position which paid $1:0 per i^nth after
graduation If it enabled you to gain experience which would

benefit you in the future?
no
yes (If you checked "yes") ....does in the future mean.,
in 1 your
in L years (C)
in 5 years (c)
in 4 years (G)
Longer?
(c)

£9. Assume that your college curiculum is to be lengthened.
What is the longest length of time that you would invest in

achieving any occupational desire that you now may have?
5 years
G years (C)
7 years (a)
8 or 9 years (c)
10 to 15 years (C)
curriculum is too long even now
30. After graduating from high school, how many years do you
actually expect to spend in training for any occupation
which you may be considering?
exactly 4 years
5 years (C)
a years (c)
7 years (c)
8 years (C)

than 8 years (C)
probably less than 4 years.

ixore

The experimenter and Field chose these items as they

appeared to have logical validity as indicators of careerorientation.

An item-analysis was done for each item and thir-

teen biserial r*s computed comparing each item to the number of
times it was answered in a career or non-career manner with the

frequency °* all other items answered in a
career manner.
biserlal r»s for items 8a, 9a, 9b, and ae were
.17,

.^7,

Hi
-.11,

and .04.

none of these correlations were significant
(with the
exception of .:>?) ft the .01 level and since the
correlations
were low, those items thus did not contribute
to the career-

orientation index and were discarded,

items 10, 11, 12, 15, 16a,

16b, 17, 29, and 30 respectively yielded correlations
of .47,
.61,

.73,

.78,

.57,

.73,

.34,

.34 was significant at the .0

#

,

65, and .93.

level, while all other correla-

tions were significant at the .001 level.
>are

The correlation

f

?hose nine items

iven *ciual weight in determining a career-orientation

swore and career-orientation scores were calculated for each of
the 116 original subjects.

Career-orientation scores ranged from 0 to

mean of £.8 and

u

standard aeviation of 1.7

.

~

with a

9,

orty-Uiree sub-

jects scored either 0 or 1 on the career index, thirty subjects
scored

and forty- three subjects scored 3 or above.

It was

thus decided to use subjects scoring 0 or 1 in the non-oareer

group and subjects rcoring

«5

or above in the career group.

Each of these groups was sub-divided into frustration and non-

frustration conditions.
terms of A.C.E. scores*.

The four subgroups were matched in

These scores were tested by means of

Chi Square and no differences were found so that it may be

stated that the groups were equated as to A.C.E. scores.

lereentile scores' 6a the EB5IS5 SSSSSEF of TBBSSBlBFlogical examination were available for each subject.

Due

~ IsjfiSS**

2*.

to the difficulties involved in
attempting to schedule subjects

in groups as required by the experimental
procedure, it was possible to obtain as a final number of subjects
only 35 in the

non-career group and 41 in the career group.

The groups were

designated non-frustrated-oareer, non-frustrated-non-oareer,
frustra tod-career, and frustrated~non-oareer and
had N«s of
£3,

17,

18,

and 18 respectively.

Wear the end of the semester, subjects were scheduled
for the experimental treatments of "frustration" and
"non-frustration".

The experimental procedures were carried out with

groups as large as possible insofar as this could be arranged

within the limits of the individual subject's free-time.

The

"non-fruutration" condition

19,

and 16 and the "frustration
of ll| il, 10, and 3.

v<ai
c

conducted in groups of

5,

condition was conducted in groups

Thus 40 subjects received a non- frustra-

tion treatment and 26 subjects received a frustration treatment.
The non-frustration or control condition was carried out first
as there seemed to be lees livelihood of the subjects compar-

ing procedures if

tlie

two conditions were not intermixed.

The time allowed for the actual

^non-frustration" was ten minutes.

frustration'

Briefly, subjects were ad-

ministered a series of paper and pencil tests:
bal

nalocies, and Number

or

cries Tests.

Anagrams, Ver-

These tests were fol-

lowed by slide presentations of the four pictures used by iield

and Davenport in their respective studies; the subjects were

asked to write stories about these pictures.

The first part of

the test booklet included a short questionnaire
asking for name,
high school and college attended, estimated
class standing in
each, I. '4. (if known), and an estimate of
intelligence; this

questionnaire was utilized to enhance ego- involvement.

Instructions for the frustration and non-frustration

conditions were given from memory;
the procedure

a

complete description of

may be found In Appendix C.

Briefly, the frus-

tration subjects were told that the tests measured leadership
ability, intelligence, and other various capacities; that Smith

College students did well on these tests and that they should
be able to do well also; and that they could calculate their

own scores in order to be able to compare themselves with ;imith
girls.

After the subjects had taken the first test they were

given "imith" norms which wore exceedingly high and impossible
to attain (the mean score of the group was given as the tenth

percentile of the smith girls and a score of plus three standard

deviations was given as the Smith mean).

In like manner,

spuriously high norms were quoted after the completion of the
three paper and pencil tests.

The experimenter always preceded

quickly to the next task after giving these norms in an attempt
to prevent any overt exclamations on the part of the subjects.

The experimenter conducted himself in a business-like manner and
rapid production was stressed throughout.

Subjects were told

26.

that the first teat predicted
the entire battery*.

k

uite well how they would do on

This was done in an attempt to induoe frus-

tration early and to later reinforce it.

The non-frustration or control subjects were told that
the tests were believed to

insure intelligence, leadership,

etc.,

but that sufficient normative data were not yet available, and

that they were being given these teste In order that 3one data

mi^t

be collected for future norms.

calculate their own oooros.

They were also asked to

The paper and pencil tests uere then

given without further interpretation.
The same test booklets were used for both frustration

and non-fruatration subjects (for sample booklet, see Appendix D),
and after either of the experimental treatments described above,
all subjeots were given the "Creative Imagination Test" wherein

they were asked to write T.A.T.-like stories to the pictures

projected on a screen.

The procedure was the same for all sub-

jects for the "Creative Imagination feat" and has been used

frequently in earlier studios {Id)

.

* There was a linear r of .61 between the first test score and
This was due largely to the mechanics
the total test score.

of the tests themselves in that the first test was weighted
heavier than the others because of the greater time allowed
and the relative difficulty of the other tests.

:

27.

All subjects were notified of the experimental procedures involved after termination of experimentation*
dix g contains a copy

of the letter

th. t

Appen-

each subject received,

informing her briefly of the experimental procedures.
A coding system wa3 used so that in scoring n- Achievement, the experimenter was unable to identify which of the four

subgroups the te3t booklet that he was scoring had been taken
from.

A master-sheet was kept listing code-numbers for the

various subgroups.
D.

Deterirdnation of the

n*<> enlevement

Score

All subjects were given the pictures described below
i

in the following order:
1.

Country scene: girl in the foreground with books, man
with plow and woman against tree, both in bac Ground.
(T.A.T.#2)

2. A boy and a girl lying on the beach.

(Original used by Field)
3.

Boy in the foreground, surgical scene in the background.
(T.A.T.#8BM)

4. A gray-haired man looking at a younger man v/ho is sul-

lenly staring out into soace.
(T*A.T.#7BM)
The resulting stories were scored for n- ^enlevement using

MOClelland Scoring system

W C".

tfet

A brief description of the aeor-

ing follows as abstracted by ijavenport (pp. 18-;i0)

There are three main categories in which a story
may be placed: Achievement Imagery (AX), Doubtful or Taak laagery (TI) , and Unrelated Iaegery (UI).

28.

Generally speaking, a story Is scored
|g if someone in the story is involved in activity
that
explicitly (or implicitly, in the case of Ion*term involvement) represents competi tion
with a

IfeS**^ of .p^Uunce.

JawSTHn

. . .

:TltFt^W^

not
under the definition of Al soecifled in scoring system C, of if a mere task
is
being performed in the story with no explicit
statement of the task's relationship to an achievement goal, TI is scored, if a story contains no
reference to achievement imagery, it is scored
UI.

If a story is scored UI, it is scored -1 and is
not scored further. If it is scored TI, it receives
a score of 0 and is not scored further.
If
is
decided upon, plus 1 is scored, and the story is
examined for further categories, each of which adds
In the present system, there are the following
1.
ten subcategories:
jleed (N)— explicit statement of desire
X«
for an achievement goal, as shown by such words as
"wants", "desires", "is determined to e$o". N is
not inferred from instrumental activity,
z*
Inst rumental Activity (I)— actual attempt(s)
by a character to attain an achievement goal.
If » successful instrumental activity.
I? » activity of doubtful outcome.
I- » unsuccessful instrumental activity,
3.
Positive coal anticipation (Ga/) —someone
in a story anticipates, expects, has a feeling of
surety, that an achievement goal will be attained.
4.
Negative ^oal ^iticjpation (Ga-) —concern
by a character over possible failure, anticipation
of failure, scored whenever the anticipation is not

M

clearly positive.
5.
ositivo .Xfective states (0/)— explicit
statement of affect over, or observable benefits
from, attainment of an achievement £oal.
Ne gative Affective states (G-) explicit
6.
statement of negative ff ect ever, or negative
consequences of failure to attain an achievement

—

,Q.

.1.

Kurturant ;ress (Kup)— somecie in the story
aids or sympathises with a character engaged in
achievement striving.
8.
personal obstacle (Bp)— a barrier blocking
goal att -inuont \Zi sting in the person striving; for
achievement, such as lack of confidence, inability
to make decisions.
7.

P

;

9»

^Tkronmental Obstacle (Bw)— a barrier

0r
t^r™^
the world

i per ^ onal
souapce, that exists iA
fit v
lar;;e.
c
e eae t
19iaa Uoh ?h)~scored when
4.

?
/y
g
dominant

jff #%
vLe major,

,

.

theme of a story Is concern
or activity directed toward an achievement
^oal
successful or unsuccc. w&&*

A furt.er summary of the ©oorlng categories may be
found In
Lowell (IS), and the complete scoring annual in
M©Clellnnd et

aX (15).
The experimenter practiced scoring until reasonable

reliability was obtained.
cient

Successive scorings of the n- Achieve-

scores for each of the four subgroups in the experimental

design were subjected to t tests; none of these difference*

approached significance indicating that there were no differenoes in scoring for any of the groups.

Intra-scorer reliability

in re scoring is further substantiated by the linear r between

successive scorings of .94.

Field also scored the same set of

stories in an attempt to establish inter-scorer reliability;
an r of .91 was found.

It was thus demonstrated that the ex-

perimenter could score the stories uith considerable consistency and that these scorings agreed favorably with the scorings of another individual who

mi

in the use of the scoring system.

familiar with end proficient

30.

3. RESUItfS

A. Treatment of the Data

Relationships have been notea between the present
subjects and Davenport's subjects.

Likewise, comparisons have

been made the two groups of subjects in n- Achievement.

Finally,

the hypothesis of the present study has been tested by
means of

an analysis of variance comparing tbe n- Achievement scores
of

the four subgroups; correlations are presented comparing career-

orientation to n-Aohievement.
B. The Subjects

It was desirable to compere the subjects used in

Davenport's study with the subjects in the present experiment.
Items 8a, 9a, 1£, and 17 of the career-orientation question-

naire were also used by Davenport in the same form, and thus
allow a comparison of the subjects on these items.

Chi Scuarea

were done comparing this data in the present study with the

corresponding data from Davenport.

For item 8a, Chi Square was

not significant, indicating that about the same proportion in

both studies had cho,

i.

major.

or item 9a, Chi Square was

significant at the .05 level; there was indication that a greater

proportion of the subjects used by Davenport were planning to
prepare for a specific vocation.

Chi ^uare for item 12 was

significant at the .01 level; proportionately more subjects in
the present study seemed to be planning to go to graduate school.
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Of those who were not planning to go to graduate
school, a

greater number indicated that they would like to
go if possible.
Item 17 asked the subjects to note activities that would
give

Ifetfl

the most satisfaction.

responses into

wdly

It was necessary to dichotomize

relations

'

and "all other responses'* as

this was the only available for.a of Davenport's data.

Relatively

fewer subjects in the present study chose Family relations as
the activity that would give them the most satisfaction; Chi

square was significant at the .01 level.

From the comparisons made, it is likely that the subjects used in the two studies differed in one or more variables.

3ince items IS and 17 were used to measure career-orientation,
it appears that the two

Toups of subjects differed in their

level of career-orientation.

Due to the unavailability of com-

plete data for comparison, it is impossible to state more specifically the degree of this difference.

Subjects responses to the present career-orientation

questionnaire are indicated in relatively complete form in Ap-

pendix F»
0. The n- Achievement

scores

The range of n-Achievement scores for the 76 subjects

was made from minus 3 to plus 12.
pare these scores with

jUavei)

In order to be able to com-

art's and in order to eliminate

computations involving minus scores, all scores were increased
by the constant 4.

These corrected scores thus ranged from

1 to 16

All of the reported statistical data are in
reference

to these corrects

scores; if the true score is desired for

any reason, the constant 4 must b I subtracted
from the means.
The niean n- Achievement scores for the non-frustrated-

career, non-frustrated-non-career, frustrated-career,
and frus-

trated-aon-eareer groups were 4.9S, 5.1£, 6.i4, and l.zz respectively and the standard deviations 3.39, 2.50, 3.01, and
2.08.
The total mean and standard deviation for the 76 subjects was
5,63 and 2 # 90 respectively.

This result was compared with

Davenport* s mean of 8, £5 and standard deviation of 7.57 and the
t of a, 50 was significant at the .02 lev 1,

;;ince the

inter-

and the intra-soorer reliabilities in the Devenport study and
in the present atu^y war© high, and since the ease scorer was
used as a basis for computing inter-scorer reliability in both
studies, it is lively that a real difference exists and that
the **-»Achieva*ttont expressed by the subjects in the Davenport

study was higher than that expressed by the subjects in the

present stuuy.

oreov»..r,

a

co

:.

prison of the standard devia-

tions yields a t of 5,31 (significant beyond the ,001 level)

aad suggests that Davenports subjects showed far more variability.

The comparisons made were between the total nurabsr

of subjects in each case,

rf,

howev-r, comparison is made

between the non-frustrated subjects used in the present study
and the total number of subjects in the Davenport study the

difference in means can be shown to be greater.

This comparison

appears logical since Davenport did not use a
frustration condl
tion and his |jroe«dure more nearly compares with
the non-frustration procedure of the present study; there
nothing to be

U

gained by making this comparison however, as no
greater rellabi
lity could he assumed from the difference?
D* Test of the Hypothesis

The n- Achievement »oores or the four subgroups were

compared by .jeans of a Z by Z factorial analysis of variance,
as suggested

fey

Edwards (9 f pp. £08-819),

Keaulta of the ana-

lysis are sura^arlzed in the following tablet

Analysis of Variance of a*A0hieve«eat in the four Experimental
Subgroups
Souroe of

Vmi

.

.

.

...

Between
career)

Sum of
Squares
9.1746

of
;

reecom

|

Mean
Square

1.058B

I
.

1145*

(.1578)

(1)

.1578

.0171*

(frustration)

(#70?

)

(1)

.7033

.0768*

(Interaction)

{8.3155)

(1)

8.3135

.9000*

«,£386

(

Within

665.1816

72

Total

674.3562

75

not significant

There

is no significant difference in the means of the frustrated and non- frustrated groups and therefore the total mean
seems to be the nost appropriate statistic to use for comparison.

S4.

Thus it can be seen that there were no differences

among the subgroups in expressed

ft* achievement

that could not

have arisen* by chance.

An attempt was made to relate n- achievement to careerorientation disregarding differences in experimental treatment,
questionnaire items 12, 15, 16b and 30 showed the highest re-

liability when compared to the total questionnaire and thus
should give the most exacting indication of oareer-orientytion.

A linear correlation between the number of these items responded
to in a career manner and the n-»chievecaent score for each sub-

ject was .035.

item 30, showing the highest correspondence to

the total career ii-dex, was related to the n- enlevement score

for each subject by noting whether the subject responded in a

career or non-career manner.

The biserial r was .111, and the

standard error of this correlation,

.

16£, indicates no sig-

Thus it appears that there is no predictable re-

nificance.

lationship between career-orientation and n-«chieveoient.
Furthermore, as demonstrated by analysis of variance, there is
no clear cut linear relationship between frustration and
n- Achievement in this investigation.

There is no increase in

the achievement score as a result of interaction between frus-

tration and career-orientation.

In order to be certain of the applicability of the

foregoing statistics to the present data, it is necessary *o
rule out the possibility of the existence of a curvilinear re-

lationship.

For this reason correlation ratios (Sta) were

coj

mted comparing the frequency of questions

30 with n~/ ohievemr;nt.

IS,

15,

16b, and

If x is considered as the career variable

5

and Y as *he achievement variable, then

\)

yx

m .001, and it appears

to be impossible to predict n-/chieve.ment from career-orientation.

However,

^*

.40 {(%

m

.10) and it does seem possible to predict

eareer~orlentation from n- Achievement, although the relationship
Is not very strong.

Unfortunately the correlation ratio of .40 ie liiccly
to be spuriously high as a result of statistical artifact.

For

example, the career variable is divided into only five categories
(0,

1,

Z t 3, 4 questions onswered in a career njauuer ) and the

total frequency of one of the categories is only 1 (only one subject answered all of the four questions in a career-orientation

manner).

Tha possibility of a curvilinear function operating in

the present data must be ruled out.

This has been further veri-

fied by Chi Square tests for linearity comparing r with the cor-

relation ratio in each case.

Both of these Chi ^3quares failed

to reach significance indicating essentially the absence of a

non-linear relationship*.

The demonstrated lnappropriateneas of

Eta to the r>resent set of data substantiates the application of
the linear statistical treatments which have shown the absence of
a significant relationship between any of the variables tested.

*X^>X = .0101

df*S

P-.90

X 9^532.713

df-11

P-.50

oo.

4. CCHCUJ3I0NS

A. nummary of the Goals of the

resent iieseareh

The present study has attempted to relate a projective
measure of behavior to two experimentally controlled
variables:
one directly controlled by experimental manipulation

- "frustra-

tion" on an academic task; the other indirectly controlled by
subject selection

—

'

career-orientation

;

.

Jpecif ically, it was

an effort to relate n- enlevement, a projective expression of

achievement striving, to conditions that were likely to alter
behavior in order to note a change in n-AChiovement.

The earlier

work by Davenport aid seem to indicate that career-orientation
in females was a determinant

tfeftt

related significantly to

n- Achievement.

B* Career-Orientation

The index of career-orientation in this study appeared

not to be related to need -achievement ; this finding;, then, doe3
not bear out Uavenport's results.

There are at least two pos-

sible reasons for this apparent lack of consistency:

the gen-

erality of the relationship between career-orientation and n.

enlevement and the strength of this relationship.

These will be

considered separately.
Davenport has suggested that the relationship between

career-orientation and

n-.

enlevement should be investigated with

a different female population.

Davenport *s subjects were Home

Eoonomios Freshmen while in the present study subjects were, for

the greater

.art,

sophoaore females taking General Psychology.

It Is likely that this 1 tter group was a
more heterogeneous one
in that the ultimate goals of the subjects
probably were somewhat more diversified »a indicated by the subjeots»s
wide choice
of majors. At any rate, as noted earlier, the
two groups dif-

fered significantly in their responses to several
of the questionnaire items and thus there are definite indications
of pop-

ulation differences.
in the

sain©

The failure of the two groups to respond

manner may be due to the lack of generality of the

n- enlevement score as it applies to females; it is possible
that
n~ chieve: ent scores do not mean the same thins with different

groups.

The strength of the relationship mist also be con*
3ldered.

If the relationship is not

I

particularly strong one,

differences might well be found at one time and not at another.
There is of course the possibility of a difference arising on

occasion due to chance fluctuations when actually no difference
exists.

However, if a weak relationship does exist, the prob-

lem then becomes one of selecting appropriate extremes of the

continuum of career-orientation in an attempt to observe the
relationship.

Bxperienoe has shown that little difficulty is

encountered in selecting non-career-oriented females at the

University of

.

iassachueetts.

However, it has been virtually

)

la

impossible to select a large &roup of career-oriented females;
it appear* that f enales here at the University of ^aosaohueatt3

aw uot nave a very high degree of career-orientation.

For in-

stance, In the present study, the distribution of career-orien-

tation scores of the 116 subjects showed a low mean, little
variation,, and marked positive skew*.

showed high career-orientation.

Thus very few subjects

Approximately the upper and

lower thirds of the career-orientation scale were taken as in-

dications of career- and non-career-orientation respectively,
subjects differed significantly in career-orientation

vihile the

as measured, the actual difference may well not have been ^roat

enough.

In order to teat the relationship between career-orien-

tation and

n-;. ckl avowant,

upper ^nd lowor tenths

it aay be necessary to compare the

— or

twentieths

—of

the career-orientation

continuum.
It is ul3o necessary to consider the possibility that
the absence of a demonstrated relationship may be an indication
of the actual absence of a dependable relationship between

career-orientation and n-^ohievement.
C. Need Achieve: $ent

Sxperimental conditions of frustration have failed to
produce an increase in n- enlevement expressed by subjects as
had been predicted.

The conditions designed to produce an

gj-l.U-; C^iCemar, pp. 26-29

experience of failure produced no change in
projective behavior
as it was scored for a-AOhievement;
even in non-career-oriented
subjects, perceived failure would be expected
ordinarily to
bring to expression some increment in the

achievement score.

Clark (4) has noted that sexual arousal inhibits
sexual imagery
in stories given by subjects under formal
conditions. This provides an experimental basis for arguing that some of
the
sub-

jects may not have been able to express their achievement
con-

cern directly because of anxiety attached to it.

However, it

seems that any anxiety present in the perceived failure could

make for an enhancement of the achievement strivings in that

fantasy exxxression conceivably could bring about anxiety-reduction.

Another possibility must b© considered.

Due to the

common past experience of the subjects in taking tests and examinations, anxiety nay very well become attached to any sit-

uation that remotely resembles a test situation.

Enough cues

may have been present to have enabled subjects to all adopt the
same set:

for them all to have become ego- involved in the task.

The fact that some subjects >;ere led to believe that they did

poorly while others were not ^iven this impression, may have
produced little by way of a difference, as perceived by the subjects, and may only have been a difference in experimental

treatments •

The task3 and the experimental conditions may have

been perceived as sufficiently difficult and challenging so

40.

that all subjects felt that they had done
poorly,

m

other

words, since all subjects were engaged
in a competitive aca-

demic-like task, all may have been somewhat
"frustrated'' and
anxious. This would mean then that there actually
was no nonfrustration, non-failure, or relaxed condition as interpreted
by the subjects.

Under such conditions, maximal n- Achievement

scores would have been produced by all subjects and no
dif-

ferences would be expected.

The existence of such a set may

well have overshadowed in its effect any differences in n-.chleve
ment that would ordinarily occur due to differences in careerorientation.

For this reason, it may be desirable to flunk a

sroup of subjects on a course quiz or examination while allowing a reoond group to attain high scores; such failure may be

more meaningful to the subjects in terras of the learned values
that have become attached to course examinations in the subjects* past experiences,

Juch a procedure would allow a clear

distinction between success and failure conditions.

In the

present study one must also oonsider the possibility that there
was no frustration condition and that the subjects perceived all

conditions as non- failure; although no introspective reports as
such were taken after experimental manipulation, passing com-

ments by the subjects seemed to indicate dispair and displeasure
and it is the feeling of the experimenter that this alternative
is the most unlikely one.

41.

i'Omalo

subjects seem to show high n- ..enlevement even

under relatively relaxed conditions.

This may be due to the

fact that they do not make the discrimination between relaxed
and
other conditions in the same way as do males.

The problem Hlf

then be one of devising a relaxed or control situation that
is

perceived as relaxed by the subjects,

in the present research,

con- frustrated subjects wore nevertheless required to perform
at the same fixed high rate of output as frustrated subjects.

This may well be an example of experimental treatments that do
not make for optimally relaxed conditions.
D. Proposals for Future Research

The present research has not demonstrated differences
as predicted by the hypothesis,

-his result may have been due

either to the fact that no real differences e^dLst or that the

occurence of differences has been suppressed by some experimental
artifact.

A determining experiment would reduce to a minimum

all need arousing cues in the relaxed or non-frustration condition.

This would necessarily involve experimental and control

conditions that are markedly different.
The rarity of the highly career-oriented female must
be anticipated by much broader questionnaire sampling originally;

this may well involve sampling at several institutions.

The

selection of extremes of career-orientation from this wide semple
is certainly indicated.

4 ....

Future research could employ essentially
the same experimental design as in the present
research but further consideration must be given to the two
problems indicated above.
Also, it is necessary to be aware of
differences in the expression of n-Achievement due to different
experimenters. Th* experimenter himself is a cue and one experimenter
may be peroeived as generally more need arousing or
anxiety producing
than another. Thus the design of the
decisive experiment could
also include in its structure two or
experimenters, each
administering separately both experimental and
control conditions. The present research has also failed
to demonstrate the

me

applicability of the n- enlevement score to a female
group.

As

implied by the discussion of ^nerality of the n-.
enlevement
score, future research may well have to concern itnolf
with a

refinement of the scoring procedure for a- enlevement in
females.

Further investigation is needed to devise a scoring procedure
that would be more sensitive to changes produced by the type of

variable studied here.
E.
1. Career-orientation,

iummory of Results

as indicated by a questionnaire, is not

significantly x*elated to need achievement in a female population when n-ilchievement is scored using af°Clelland»s icor
ing system

M

G

£.

Conditions designed to induce frustration, or failure on an
acadeiaic task, siiailarly are unrelated to n- ohiove/aent in a

fUM&i popula t ion

•

3. ffetpt is no significant interaction between career-orientation

and frustration that in any way significantly alters the n-

Aohievement score.
4. -.lthough there is an absence of a reliable rectallnear rela-

tionship between oareer-orientation and n- Achievement, dependable

curvilinear functions also fail to appear.
5«

Further study is needed to compare the extremes of the careeroriontation continuum with n- Achievement.

>lso there

c^re

in-

dications that the present sooring system is not equally ap-

plicable to all fesale groups and that it is in need of re-

vision and refinement.
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Instructions for Administration

Dismiss male students at half past the hour.
Pass out the questionnaire.

Instructor please read beins as friendly as possible:
"This questionnaire which you now have is to be used as

research information by the Guidance Office and Psychology
Department.

We wish to obtain information regarding the

expectations and desires of the college women concerning
their occupational and social goals.

It is hoped that improve-

ments may be made in the general overall program for women

college students in order that their educational programs
expectamay more suitably fit their occupational and social

tions.

questionn
We urge you to cooperate by filling out this

aire as completely and comprehensively as possible.
or one
Some of ybu may have taken this questionnaire
this before,
like it, last year. Although you have completed
how you feel
please fill it out completely again, expressing

concerning any change
now, so that we may have information
Read the outside page of the quesof response since then.
tions
and go right
tlonnaire now, if you have not already/ so,
following pages.
ahead and fill in the items on the
question too embarassing or
In the event that you find a
you will, however
answer;
not
course
of
may
you
too personal,
you should be able to comand
finish
to
time
sufficient
have

plete most of the items."

«i>PEKDXX b

s^mpll copy of she ,uu;
to D'sWBtam Qi&WBk*

CAREER INDEX AND OCCUPATIONAL oATIoF^CTION
QUESTIONNAIRE
(Form 2 - revised)

This information will be used as part
of a research project. Your personal identity and all information which you give will
be kept completely confidential by means of
a system for the coding of the data.
Try to answer all questions as honestly
and completely as possible.

This questionnaire is not a "test "*
There is no "grade" or other mark and the
only n ri£ht" answers to the questions are
those which best describe your attitudes,
reasons, experiences, and background.

Read every question carefully before
answering; do not linger too lon(; over any
one question.

50.

Nam e
2.

What is your age?

3» To

• • • •

• ••

years

.

months

what c&ass do you belong?

• • . ,

4.

^ ate

•

.Freshman
•Sophomore
.Junior
Senior

(a) From what high 3chool did you graduate?
(b) How many students were in your graduating class?....

(c) ;/hat was your academic standing in your entire highschool graduating class? (check one)

.... .highest tenth
.....next to the highest tenth
..... third to the highest tenth
fourth tb. the highest tenth
• ••• .bottom half

.....don't know
5«

In high school did you take the college preparatory curriculum?
yes
V/hich curriculum did you take?........
. ....no.

6.

respect to your emotional relations with your parents,
would you say that you feel:
rfith

.....much closer to mother than father
.«••• somewhat closer to mother than father
««••• about the same to both
.....somewhat closer to father than mother
.....much closer to father than mother
7«

^ould you prefer a husband who:
.....is more educated than you
..,,,haa about the same amount
.....is less educated than you
.....amount of education makes

8.

are
of education as you have
are
no difference

(a) Have you chosen a major yet?
•

....no

•

•••yes.

What is it?* ....................... •••••••••

(b) Do you think you would like any specific field, (such as
English or Government), though you have not made a choice?
•

no
••••yes.

What is it?.....

••••••••••••••••

,

80

c

•

(c) Have you chosen a major and later changed this choice?
• ... .no

...••yes.
(d)

9o

y

(Indicate) from what..
to what c •

• • » »

<

...........

Do you wish to change your major*
• •
6 . no
(Indicate) fro.11 what,...,,,
• •••ayes.
,
to what
o c ........

0 . •

,..
,

0

(a) Do you plan to prepare for a specific vocation or occupation while at the University of i-iassachusetts? (ouch

as nursing or social work)
• • • • .no

yes.

What vocation?

(please answer in detail)

(b) Have you attempted to receive any sort of aid which
would help you toddecide on a vocation or occupation,

(from individuals whom you admired and whose help you
considered of value)?
no
Where? ••••«•••«
• • •
• •
• •« • .yes.
10, Listed below are several common reasons for going to
college. Place a number 1 beside that one which best expresses your mo st
r t ant reason .
Place a number 2
beside the next bo iu< s*t Important, and a number 3 beside
your third most impci bant reason.
Number in order of importance to you, (from 1 to 3),

am going to college in order to:
Obtain vocational training: develop skills and techniques directly applicable to my career,
Develop my ability to get along with different types
of people,,
.....Obtain a basic general education and appreciation
of ideas,
Develop my knowledge and interest in community and

I

world problems
Meet some prospect for a husband,
Help develop my moral capacities, ethical standards
and values
Prepare myself for a happy marriage and a family,
.•••Garry out the demands and wishes of my parents,
Keep' up socially with my high school friends who have
gone on to college
Because I had nothing else to do,
I didn t want to work,
. , . • .Because
••••*«••••» •••••••••
••«••••
0 •
Other , 3pecif
• • •
'

.

•

s

<•.

:

11. After college „ which of the following would you most prefer to do for the res: of your life? Indicate two by
using:
1 for your first choice;
2 for your second choice.

Career onlv
• • • • .carriage
only
Career briefly, and then carriage, but career continued.
(if you check this item,) doe3 "briefly" mean to you:
•
1 year
•o.6.2 years
.-.6.3 years
• • . • i4
years
longer?
e
Career briefly, and then marriage, but career
discontinued .
(if you check this item) does "briefly"
mean
• o c . c 1 year
.... .2 years
« •
,3 years
.... .4 years
. * . • , longer?
Career and marriage. Career stopped when children
arrive but resumed when children are in school,
Career and marriage.
Career stopped when children
arrive and never resumed after that.
.....Other, opecify:
c

.

.

.

.

.

-

n

c

.

12. Are you planning or considering going to graduate

school?
In what field?
...,«no.
If it were possible would you desire to ^07
.... .yes
. o . . o no
If it were up to you, at what age would you like to get
..o

13*

C

->yeB,

married?
don't want to get married
.... years of age
from now (indicate number of years)
. .,, t years
,

• • ,

«,

.now

14, Looking at things realistically, when do you think you
actually wil l get married?
..... don't expect to marry
years of age

years fro

a

now (indicate number)

15..

Which of the following statements comes closest to your
feelings concerning v/cmen working?
..••In general, I don't approve of women having careers,
••,..1 approve of a woman having a career if she wants
one ore vlded she is not married
I approve of a married woman having a career if
she wants one- provided she has no children,
* approve of a married woman having a career if she
wanus one, provided her children are older than
years
I approve of a married woman having a career if she
wants one, regardless of the age of her children.
3

,

r

16

.

(a) Would you decide on a career as being more important
to you if it precluded your being happily married?
• • •
y©s
*

*»

no

•

(b) Would you decide on a career being more important to
you after marriage, if it precluded your having

children?
•
o
« yes
•

e

• * • •

„no

17. What three things or activities in your life do you expect will give you the most satisfaction? Please write
1 in the space beside the most important;
a 2 in the
space beside the next most important; and a J in the
space beside the third most important. Rank three:
Your career or occupation

Family relations
Leisure time recreational activities
Religious beliefs or activity
••...Participation as a citizen in the affairs of your
community
•••••Participation in activities directed toward national
or international betterment
of your children
0 Care
• « • a
-

18. When you get married, what would you wish your husband's
monthly income to be? (indicate)
Wish it to be jp » , * „«, .
per month
question not applicable, do not expect to marry.
b • e c
tt

c«

19. When you get married, what do you realistically expect
your husband s monthly income to be? (indicate)
per month
Expect it to be . - , «
question not applicable, do not expect to marry.
;

rf

,

.

20. If you work before marrying, what do you hope to receive
monthly during the first year that you work after
per month
(indicate)
Hope it to be „ *
graduation?
•••••question not applicable, do not expect to work be-

fore marrying,

9

21, If you work before marrying, what to you realistically
expect t0 receive monthly during the first year that
you work after graduation? (indicate)
Expect it to be
......... c
oper month
question not applicable, do not expect to work

before marrying.

22. If you work before marrying, what do you hope to receive
monthly after you have been graduated and working for
three years?
(indicate)
Hope it to be
per month
.....question not applicable, do not expect to work this
long.
rf

23* If you work before marrying, what do you realistically
expect to receive monthly after you have been graduated
and working for three years?
(indicate) Expert it to
be
per month
.....question not applicable, do not expect to work this
long.
24. If both you and your husband work:
(a) what do you hope your combined income annually will be?

indicate
(b) what do you realistically expect your combined income
annually will be? indicate
25.

would you accept a position that paid you considerably
more than what your husband was receiving even though
this displeased him and made him feel uncomfortable?
yes
..... no

26. Would you accept a position whose duties you strongly
disliked, even though it offered considerably more money
than a poorer paying position which you would really

enjoy filling.
yes
•

.... no

27. Would you choose a position with very low status wnich
paid considerably more than a position with high status?

yes
no
28. Would you accept a position which paid ^120 per month
after graduation if it enabled you to gain experience
which would benefit you in the future?
no
yes (this question is continued on the next page,)

•

(If you checked "Yes
year
• • o • «in one
in two years
in three years
in four years

11

). •does

"in the future" mean.*

longer
29. assume that your college curriculum is to be lengthened
What is the longest length of time that you would invest

in achieving any occupational desire that you now may have?
Would you come to college if you had a program before you
which consisted of: (indicate the longest program that
you would accept, including undergraduate and graduate
study or total time you would spend in preprof essional

and professional schools):
.... 5 years
6 years
7 years
8 or 9 years
10 to 15 years
curriculum is too long even now
.

30. After graduating fro in high school, how many years do you
actually expect to spend in training for any occupation
which you may be considering? Indicate the total number
of years in college (and graduate work, if any) that you
expect to complete.
(If you have no specific occupational
choice, how long ao you expect to spend in school?)
exactly 4 years
5 years
6 years
7 years
3 vears

more than 8 years
probably less than 4 years.

-
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Instructions for administering Tests
(EXPERIMENTAL)

I,

:

II, & III

57.

SUBJECTS ARE oEATED IN EVERY OTHER SE^T TEJT BOOKLETS ARE
MASSED OUT AND E SAYS
"Please do not open the test booklets until you are told to
do so.
The tests which you are taking directly indicate a person's
level of intelligence. These tests have been taken from a group
of tests which have been used to select girls of high administrative capacity for placement.
Thus, in addition to general
Intelligence, they bring out an individual's capacity to organize
material, the ability to evaluate crucial situations quickly and
accurately;
in short, these tests demonstrate whether or not a
person is suited to be a leader.
At present research is being conducted to determine which
educational institutions turn out the highest percentage of students
with administrative qualifications as shown by superior scores on
these tests. For example, it has been found that Smith College girls
excel
in this respect;
however, we have reason to believe that
the girls here at the University are also capable of achieving
creditable scores. You will be allowed to calculate your own
scores so that you may determine how well you do in comparison
to Smith girls.
Open the test booklet now and carefully fill out the information called for on the first page. Read the instructions for
Test I, Anagrams, and when you have finished look up at me."
E /VaITS UNTIL ALL S's HAVE FINISHED AND SAYS:
"Do not turn the page to test I until I give you instructions
Are there any questions that you have concerning how to
to do so.
do Test I?"
E ANSWERS QUESTIONS IF THERE ARE ANY AND THEN SAYS:
"Now turn the page to Test I and make as many different words
The Key word is Generation."
as you can until I tell you to stop.
E ALLOWS FOUR ^I7uTES FOR TEST I AND THEN oAYo
Everyone stop now; do not write any more words.
"Stop
Add up the total number of words that you have completed and
enter this number in the space provided in the lower right hand
Do not turn the page to
This is your score for Test I.
corner.
Test II until vou are told to do so. The mean or average score
attained on Test I by Smith girls is 35. Only one girl out of
ten at Smith got a score higher than 47, and only one girl out
of ten got a score below 2$.
Test I is the single most diagnostic test in the battery and
your standing on this test may be taken as a good indication of
how well you may be expected to do in the test as a whole.
Now turn the page to Test II, Verbal Analogies, read the
instructions at the top and do as many as you can until I tell
you to stop.
E ALLOWS THREE ^INUTES FOR TEST II AND THEN SAYb
Put a check beside
Do not circle any more words.
"Stop.
each series which is correct. The correct answers are:"
E READS THE CORRECT aNS.VERS AND THEN SAYS:
,

:

I

:

E ter the number that
^
the ?
bottom of the page.
'

y° u have correct in the space provided
at
Do not turn the page until you are
told to do so.
Test III is a Number Series Test. Turn the page to Test III
now, read the instructions at the top, and do as many as you
can
until I tell you to stop."
E ALLOWS THREE MINUTES FOR TEST III AND THEN SAYS:
"Stop.
Do not circle any more numbers now.
Put a check
beside each series that is correct. The correct answers are:"
E READS THE CORRECT ANSWERS AND THEN SAYS
"Enter the number that you have correct in the space provided
at the bottom of the page.
When you have done this, turn to the
next page and enter your scores for Tests I, II, and III in the
appropriate spaces as indicated. Now, total these scores. The
mean or average total score for these tests attained by girls at
Smith College was SH. One girl out of ten at Smith made a score
higher than 72. and only one girl out of ten at Smith received
a score lower than 47.
when you have totalled your scores in Tests I, II, and III,
turn the page to Test IV, the Creative Imagination Test."
E READS INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CREATIVE IMAGINATION TEST:
(SA.-.E INSTRUCTIONS FOR ALL GROUPS)
,

"

(CONTROL)

PASSE^Ouf iNDTsSsf
P1

do so"

e

?he

;

;
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G-eneration.
E^ ALLOWS FOUR MINUTES FOR TEST I AND TH_N SAYS
"Stop.
Everyone please stop now. Add up the number of words
that you have completed and enter this number in the space provided in the lower right hand corner, when you have done this,
look up at me.
Now turn the page to Test II, Verbal Analogies, read the
instructions at the top and do as many as you can until I tell
you to stop.
E^ALLO,/S THREE MINUTES FOR TEST II AND THEN SAYS:
"Stop.... Please put a check beside each series that is
correct.
The correct answers are:"
E READS THE CORRECT ANSWERS AND THEN SAYS:
"Now enter the number that you have correct in the space
provided at the bottom of the page.
Test III is a Number Series Test. Please turn the page to
Test III now, read the instructions at the top, and do as many
as you can until I tell you to stop."
E ALLOCS THREE MINUTES FOR TEST III AND THEN SAYS
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you nave done this,
turn to the
:

loltoToV^

"f^
38 lndlCaJI!

turn

^nVT^r^taS^ri
the pare to Tpqt
nt
„

b

uu

j\r
ies ^ lv

,

^ L?a

'

tnese'scores.
I
*
ii, and Hi,
~V
the Creative
Imaeinatinn Too* u
a

xes

or iests

;

:: ::

:

In8trU0tl ° nS
3
L??^
a

adminl

^

::

ln
G

lo^;

THE ALLOWING INSTRUCTIONS
S

number of p?oWres

as
r. ? or r
in Test IV?

-

8Me

The

four

f

"

C

—

I-elnatlo?-

6

•

°; eatlVe

^nation.

H s-ik^rr-a. r

wiU be^oN^/
t

^

0

"

t0 USe °" e pa 6 e f

^

A

each picture

one minute on each picture?
on to the next question in the
story?
win
t
P? e t0
lniSh
each
UP
story
before
'
^e nextpicture
°
*

Z

'i^lS^'tlme^teJ^oS^n

L Vm u
iTshown

^he^^

t„ „ o 2

bVl0USly

t

,

?

ere are no rl 8ht or wrong answers,
so feel free

in time.
«ake your stories Interesting
your handwriting Wiola
r
U
° nS7
lf y ° U neea ® ore spaoe t0 »rUe. See fto
r
reverse
e Be side of the page.
Turn to page 1. of Test IV now; here is the
first picture "
£ PRESETS THE FIRST PICTURE FOR 2Q_S£CflIJ£S
IMS

Ld

U
L^„? ^

,

lZ

story startlng with

* ue3Uon
after ^one Minute ? Y£5b*
"You should go on to the second question about
now."
AFTER TiiO aINUTES S SAYS
"You should go on to the third question about now "
AFTER TH REE MINUTES E SAYS
"You should go on to the fourth question about now."
AFTER FOUR ^INUTES E SAYS
"Finish up your story now."
AFTER FIVE MINUTES E S^YS

s

° ne

-"

:

,

,

,

,

"Now turn to page 2. of Test IV.
Here is the next picture."
E PREo^NTo TriE SECOND PICTURE FOR 20 oEOQNiJj aNJ THEN o^Yo
Now write a story starting with Question one."
AFTER ONE MINUTE E SAYS
"You should go on to the second question now."
AFTER TWO alNUTEJ E SaYS
"You should go on to the third ouestion now."
AFTER THREE r.INUTEo E SaYo
"You should go on to the fourth question now."
AFTER FOUR MINUTEo E SaYo
"Finish up your story now."
AFTER FIVE .xINUTEo E SAYS:
"Now turn to page 3. of Test IV.
Here is the next picture."
E PRESENTS THE THIRD PICTURE FOR 20 SECONDo AND THEN SaYS
"Start with question one now."
AFTER ONE i-.lNUTE £ S.^Yo
"G-o on to the second question now."
AFTER T.*0 MINUTES E SAYS
"Go on to the third question now."
AFTER THREE ^INUTES E SAYS
"Go on to the fourth question now."
AFTER FOUR MINUTES E SAYS
"Finish up your story now."
AFTER FIVE MINUTES E SAYS
:

.

,

:

,

:

,

:

.

:

.

:

:

,

,

,

,

:

:

::

"Now turn to page 4. of Test IV.
Here 1b the next picture."
E PRESENTS THE FOURTH PICTURE FOR 2 0 SECONDS AND THEN SAYS:
"Start now."
AFTER ONE ^ INUTE E SAYS
"Go on to the next question now."
AFTER TWO MINUTES E SAYS
"Go on to the next question now."
AFTER THREE x-iINUTES E SAYS
"Go on to the last question now."
AFTER FOUR MINUTES E SAYS
"Finish up the story now."
AFTER FIVE MINUTES E SAYS
"Stop now. Please close your test booklets and pass them to
me.
The testing session is over; thank you for your cooperation.
You may leave now. I will be glad to discuss the results of these
tests with any of you in about three months from now, when we have
finished gathering data. Feel perfectly free to come in and see
me at that time.
,

,

,

,

,

:

SfoPUi

TlioT

BOOKLET INCLUDIKfc

POSITS PoYCIiOlOGIG-.L ZXk^INaTION
Form

3.

-

College Form

{Self-scoring)

Flease do not turn the page
until you are told to do so.
This information is absolutely
Individual
confidential.
identity will be protected.

Listen carefully for further
instructions from the administrator.

.

Grade average in High School
give an approximation)
Approximate grade average in college

High School attended

(If you do not know,

(At present)

College presently attending....,

Estimate your class standing in High School

Estimate your class standing in College

out of ...
out of .....

Your I.Q
(If known, from tests that you have taken
previously, etc.)
Estimate your present intelligence. Check one:
below average
average
above average

very

Test

superior
superior

I

ANAGRAMS
Inst ructions

:

Make as many different words as you can using only
the letters in the key word. You may use long words or
short words and may indicate the names of persons, places,
In any word you may not use a letter more
or slang words.
times than it appears in the key word.

Sample

WASHINGTON

Key Word:

:

l.

wash

2.

HANG

3.

TOW

4.

SIT

5.

THING
etc

S top Here

-

Do not turn the page to Test
to do so»

I

until you are to

Test

66.

I

Key Word: GENERATION
1

26

51

?6

2

27

52

77

3

28

53

?8

4

29

54

79

5

30

55

80,

6

31

56

81

7

32

57

32

6

33

58

83

9

34

59

84

10

35

60

85

11

36

61

86

12

37

62

13

38

63

63

15

40

65

90,

16

41

66

91,

17

42

67

92,

18

43

68

93

19

44

69

94

20

45

70

95

21

46

71

96

22

47

72

97

23

4a

73

98

24

49

74

99

25

50

75

100

,

87

Score
(total number of words completed)

u

Test II
VERB AL, ANALOGIES

The first two words on the left are related in some way. The third
word on the left is related in like manner to one of the words on
the right.
For each series, circle the word on the right that is
related.
J tart with number 1. and do as many as you can in order
without skipping any.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

shoe - foot; hand father - son; mother cloth - dye; house ring - bell; sound telephone - wire; radio work - time; labor valve - pressure; release
same - opposite; heavy test - pencil; essay sharp - knife; fire water - cool; oxygen -

-

-

chapter
12. edition - volume;
little 13. round - circle;
ring 14. sing - sang;
go 15. rapid - retarded;
dibauch 16. love - affection;
cohabit 17. live - reside;
augment lo. stretch - shrink;

thumb, glove, finger, head
aunt, sister, child, daugnter
shade, paint, brush, door
noise, loud, horn, sharp
dial, frequency, ground, wave
duration, finish, difficult, rate
explosion, quantity, full, excess
weightless, hard, light, dull
paper, subject, pen, write
gun, heat, hot, cook
incandescent, combustion, smokey,

cooled
page, paragraph, book, sentence
coarse, small, prodigious, immense
rung, ringing, noise, intermittant
advance, send, revolve, return
obliterate, seduce, fear attract
house, cohabit, dwell, reflex
increase, enlarge, decrease,
indigenous
-

,

19. provocative - irritation;

provocation, enhance, decrease,
pleasing
teleology - purposes; semantic - meanings, linguistic, understanding, significance
proximity - distance; environs - surrounding, distant, fuse, disal
instance •- prohibition;
section, projection, fantasy,
failure distress
nazard - dangers; isomorphous- resemblance, disect, isomeric,
similarities
forsee, tea, Lee, fee
mad - sad; see indulge, encurst, endure, ethereal
equity - partial; escnew -

specious

20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.

-

ocore
(number correct)
»

Stop here

-

Do not turn the page to Test III until
you are told to do so.

Test ill
NUMBER SERIES

6b

'

The numbers in each series at the left proceed according to some rule.
For each series, circle the next number from one of those found at
Do one right after the other, in order, without skipping.
the ri&ht.

Series

Next Number

4 6 8 10 12

10

11

12

13

14

20 19 18 17 16 15

10

12

14

15

16

3./

10 8 11 9 12 10

9

4./

3 11 14 17 20 23

10

13

23

25

26

5./

27

23 23 19 19

15

16

17

18

19

6./

16 17 19 20 22 23

13

20

22

24

25

7./

2 4 3 9 4 16

4

a./

4 6 5 8 10 9

11

12

13

17

18

9./

19 lo 11 13 14 10

10

13

16

17

20

10./

3 1 9 3 2 0

1

11./

12 32 52 72 92 13

23

12./

260 132 63 36 20 12

8

13./

915 816 717 618 519 420

432

412

402

321

312

14./

I03 253 343 272

214

231

354

381

464

15./

1513 16 14 1716 1817

1913

1919

1921

1923

16./

1343 1937 2526 3115

3604

3696

4212

4401

17./

3/6 5/3 4/5 6/7

5/4

18./

2/4 3/6 5/10 6/12

10/12

19./

l/3:X/9 1/1 :X/3 3/1:

X/0

20./

4/7:3a/9 3/7:4X/8 2/7:

2X/9

1./

2

2./

2",

362 432

10

12

11

33

6

5

3

7

5

4

6

35

9

43

33

13

63

53
0

2

4/4

2/3

7/14

9/14

X/l
5X/9

1/8

X/3

8/16

X/9

5X/7

2X/7

Score
(number correct)

Stop Here

-

Wait for further instructions
from the administrator

)

.
!...

PROFILE GHaRT FOR TESTS

II, AND III

I,

Please enter your scores below
in the spaces indicated.

Test

I

ArlAG-RAiviS
(

score)

(

score

(

score)

VERBAL ANALOGIES

Test 11

Test ill

NUIviBjSR

SERIES

Total score for tests

I,

II, & III

(total score)
*w***tfalt for further Instructions *«*»*•*'*>* **Do not write""•'"
......
»
*
«->f
„
"•"'•below this 1 ine c,e
,.-

..

,.-

>-

.»

.;•

..-

-'

i-.t-'f

•* ••

*c

-«-'«--*-<*

"

••

(For ^roup statistical treatment)

I.Q.

100.

Percentile

»
1

•

i

90.

•

•

1

1

1

80.

!

!

70.!
60.

•

»

•

t

»

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

I
•

>

1

•

50.

!

•

40.!

•

«

•

•

c

•

a

30.!
!

20.

10.
0.

.

1

h
*-

•

•

•

1

Test

I

Test II

1

Test III

Test lV

OREaTIVS

imgimtiou

tejt

Directions
Test IV consists of four pa&es
and is the last test.
Do not turn to page one of
Test IV until you are told to
do so.

Listen carefully for further
instructions from the administrator.

71.
FAGE ONE
1, What is happening?

!7ho

are the persons?

2. V'hat has led up to this situation?

That is, what has happened in the

past?

3. '/hat is being thought?

U.

'.'hat

will happen?

'.'-'hat

is w-nted?

What will be done?

By whom?

PAGE
What is happening?

Who are the persons?

What has led up to this situation?

What is being thought?

What will happen?

TWO

That is, what has happened in the past?

What is wanted?

What will be done?

By whom?

PAGE THREE

1. What is happening?

Ylho

are the persons?

2* What has led up to this situation?

That is, what has happened in

the past?

3, '7hat is being thought?

4.

rT
.

hat will happen?

V.'hat

'.That

is wanted?

will be done?

By whom?

74.
PAGE FOUR

1. What is happening?

Who are the persons?

2. What has led up to this situation?

past?

3« What is being thought?

4.,

What will happen?

That is, what has happened in the

What is wanted?

What will be done?

By whom?

APPENDIX 1

COPY OF THE LETTER HECEIWD BY THE SUBJECTS
INFORMING THEM OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

.

v

January

*
no
„ Subject:
e
Dear

^

This method seems to be the simplest means of contacting you,
expressing appreciation for your cooperation, and informing you briefly of the purposes
of the
experiment in which you participated a few weeks ago.

Briefly, you will remember that you were told that you were taking a
test which
directly indicated your level of intelligence, capacity to organize
and evaluate
material, your qualifications as a leader, etc. You were then given three
tests and asked to determine your scores on these: Anagrams, Verbal Analogies
and a number series. Following these, you were asked to write stories about
four pictures that were projected on a screen before you: The Creative Imagination Test. AIL SUBJECTS TCCK ALL THE TESTS DESCRIBED ABCVE. However, some"
subjects had been placed in an experimental group and others were placed in a
control group. You will no doubt be able to recall now to which group you were
assigned from the descriptions of the two procedures below:
Control (neutral) Subjects were told that they were taking tests but that the
norms were not yet available.... no one know what the test scores really meant,
what good they were.... this research was being done to find out.
Experimental (failure) Subjects were told that research was being done to
find out which institutions turned out girls with administrative and leadership capacities as determined by high scores on these tests.
Information
was given suggesting that Smith College girls did especially well on these
tests.
Later, norms were quoted which were said to represent what most
students at Smith were capable of doing. The fictitious norms which were
quoted were unreasonably high and actually impossible to approach in the time
allowed. Subjects were then able to compare their own standing with this
so-called normative population* naturally all subjects did relatively poorly
in comparison to what they were led to expect that they should be able to do.
This procedur e was necessary in order to attempt to induce some feeling of
failure on the "tests
This research, then, actually attempts to investigate differences in failure and
neutral achievements on an academic task. Differences are determined by analysis
of the stories that subjects were asked to write immediately after the failure
and neutral experiences.
STORIES "JILL EE ANALYZED AND TREATED AS GROUP DATA AND
INDIVIDUAL ANONYMITY 'JUL BE MAINTAINED!

Needless to say, the "tests" that subjects wore given do not measure much of
anything; or, at least, if these tests do measure something, no one has any idea
what it is.... they were devised only as part of the experimental procedure for
research on the picture-story writing task. For that reason, as a subject, YCU
HAVE ABSOLUTELY NC CAUSE FCR CONCERN IF YCU FEEL THAT YCU HAVE DONE POORLY ON
TH^SE TESTS. To the best knowledge, the scores that you were asked to determine
yourself were ABSCLUTELY MEANINGLESS.
If, for any reason, you wish to discuss the results of this experiment at greater
length, I encourage you to feel perfectly free to come in and see me at any time.

Sincerely,

,

Norman G. Tolman
Department of Psychology
LAA Room D

/

FHE JJENCY OF THE SUBJECTS I RESPONSES

TO SOME OF THE CARSSR^ORIEMTATIOK
"USSTIG NNAIH3 ITHBW*

of the subjects did not ansv/er all of the
tlons summarized herein.

viorae

.jxcs

FH35Q.UENCY

6.

ith respect to your emotional relations with your parents,
would you say that you feel:

12

much closer to laother than

£3

somewhat closer to mother than father

39

about the same to both

7.

father

4

somewhat closer to father than mother

1

much closer to father than mother

Would you prefer a husband who:
40

is more educated than you are

34

has about the same amount of education as you have

0

is less educated than you are

1

amount of education makes no difference
Have you chosen a major yet?

8(a)

14

no

59

yes
Do you think you would like any specific field (such as
linglish or Government), though you have not oade a choice?

8(b)

14

no

28

yea

Have you chosen a major and later changed this choice?

8(c)

42

AO

31

yes
Do you wish to change your major?

8(d)
5fi

AO

1£

ya«

.

79.

9(a)

Do you plan to prepare for a specific vocation or occupation while at the University of :4assachuestts?
(Suoh as nursing or social work)

zz

no

48

yes

Have you attempted to receive any sort of aid which would
help you to decide on a vocation or occupation (from individuals whom you admired and whose help you considered
of value)?

9(b)

84

no

53

yes

10. Listed below are several common reasons for going to college.
(Frequency of the subjects * first choice is given below,)
I am going to college in order to:

35

1
34

Obtain vocational training; develop skills and techniviues
directly applicable to ay career.
Develop
people

say

ability to set along with different types of

Obtain a basic general education and appreciation of ideas.

2

Develop my knowledge and interest in community and world
problems.

0

Meet some prospect for a husband.

3

Help develop my moral capacities, ethical standards, and
values.

1

Prepare myself for 1 happy marriage and family,

0

Garry out the demands and wishes of a? parents*

0

Keep up socially with my high school friends who have
gone on to college.

0

Because I had nothing else to do.

0

Because I didn't want to work.

0

Other.

80

U

se,
hlch 0f the fol ^in& would you most preifS L°; 5
*;
for the rest of y° ur **f*1 (Frequenoy of
5?
the sub**
*
jects first choice is given below)

2

I

0

Career only.

*

Marriage only.

If

27

Career briefly, and then marriage, but career continued,
"briefly" meaning:
2

1 year

7

£ years

5

2 years

I

4 years

0

longer

Career briefly, and then marriage, but career discon
tinued.
"briefly' meaning:
7

1 year

10

£ years

6

3 years

1

4 years

0

longer

IS

Career and marriage. Career stopped when children
arrive but resumed when children are in school.

11

Career and marriage. Career stopped when children
arrive and never resumed after that.

|

Other.
(Both subjects wish to resume career parttime after children arrive.)

12. Are you planning or considering going to graduate school-

£5

yes

44

no

If it were possible would you desire to go?
16

yes

17

no

.

If It were up to you, at what age would you like to «et
tt

/aarried?

X

don't want to get married

0

18 years of age

1

19 years of age

X

£0 years of age

8

JL

years of age

13

fi£

years of age

IS

£3 years of age

3

24 years of age

f

28 years of age and older

1

1 year

0

2 years froa now

8

3 years froa now

11

4 years from now

fror.i

now

years from now

S

b

1

6 years froa now

3

7 years

6

would like to be married now

from now and longer

Looking at things realistically, when do you think you
actually will get Married;
2

don't expect to

0

18, 19, SO years of age

S

21 years of age

7

M

years of age

10

S3 years of age

2

24 years of age

15.

I

25 years of age and older

4

1 year from now

Z

E years from now

10

3 years from now

9

4 years from now

5

3 years from now

3

6 years from now and longer

v<liich

of the following statements comes closest to your

feelings concerning women
0

¥;oriclng?

In general, I don't approve of women having careers.

approve of a woman having a career if she wants one,
provided she is not married.

12

I

22

I approve of a married woman having a career if she
wants one, provided she has no children.

31

I approve of a married woman having a career if she

wants one, provided her children are older than:
7

0-10 years

15

11-15 years

9

1Z

older than 15 years.

I approve of a married woman having a career if she
wants one, regardless of the age of her children.

16(a) Would you decide on a career being more important to you
if it precluded your being happily married?
7

63
(b)

67

yes

no
ould you decide on a career being acre important to you
after marriage, if it precluded your having children';

no

33.
17. What three things or activities in your
life do you exsect

subjects' first choice is ?,iven below.)
6

41

Leisure time recreational activities.

6

Religious beliefs or activity.

0

Participation as a citizen in the affairs of your
community.

1

Participation in activities directed toward national
or international betterment.
Care of your children

hen you get married, what do you wish your husband's monthly
incoiao to b«?

X

#200

6

^201- ^200

£2

lfc.

Family relations

0

Hi
18.

Your career or occupation.

t

:3Ql-400

14

#401-300

9

$501-700

8

|701 and above

you :;et carried, v*hat do you realistically expect your
husband's monthly income to be?
...ion

2

£

£200 and below

14

Srsi-^soo

25

£301-400

11

#401-500

4

#501 and above

2

not applicable

-34

20. If you work before narrying, what do you hope to receive

monthly during the first year that you work after graduation?
n

1QQ
;i»vW

baln^
and
.IX UL
bOXUW

11

£>£01~25G

G

301-350

£351-450
:)451~500

0
6

501 and above

.

not applicable

21. If you work before marrying, what do you realistically expect to receive monthly during the fir3t year that you work

after graduation?

X

$100 and below

2©

$101-200

15

#201-250
251-300

3

v

4

^301-400

1

,401 and above

6

not applicable

2£. If you work before marrying, what do you hope to receive

monthly after you have been graduated and working for three
yours
4

.

r

00 and belov;

5

$201-£50

11

^£51-300

6

301-350

8

.;351-400

8

#401-500

0

$501-600

2

$601 and above

19

not applicable, do not expect to work that long

£3. If you work before marrying, what do you realistically ex-

pect to receive ninthly after you have been graduated and
working for throe years?

9

$£00 and below

8

$201-;;50

14

#251-300

£

£301-350

6

,;S51-400

1

,401-500
*

0

;.501-600

X

#601 and above

19

not applicable, do not expeot to work that long

24. If both you and your husband work:
.hat do you hop* your combined income annually will
(a)

4

|5000 and below

0

&3001-4500

%

£,4501-5500

6

,£5501-6000

0

&60Q1-7000

S3

#7001-10000

\T

110001 and above

86.
(b)

25.

4

|3000 and below

ft

£3001-4500

4

^501-5000

1

*80G1-550Q

9

$5501-6000

15

^6001-7000

17

£7001 and above

you accept a position that paid you considerably more
than what your husband was receiving even though this displeased him and made him feel uncomfortable?
iVould

§
65

26.

What do you realistically expect your combined income
annually will be?

yes
no

vould you accept a position whose duties you strongly disliked, even though it offered considerably more money than

a pooror paying position which you would really enjoy filling?

•
67

yes

no

27. Would you choose a position with very low status which paid
considerably more than a position with high status?

16

yes

56

no

SS. vVould you accept a position which paid 1^0 per month after
graduation if it enabled you to gain experience which would
.,

benefit you in the future?
It

AO

62

yes (this iuestion is continued on the next page)

v

87.

(If you oheoked "Ym").,.. does "in the future" mean....

41

in one your

in two years
|

in three years

1

in lour years

5

longer

C9. Assume that your college curriculum is to be lengthened.
;hat
is the longest length of time that you would invest in aohieving

any occupational desire that you now may have? would you cons
to conece if you had a program before you whioh consisted of:
(indicate the longest program that you would aooupt, including
undergraduate and graduate study or total time you would spend
in professional and pre professional schools):
27

5 yours

56

6 years
7 years
•

8 or 9 years
o

10 to 15 years

1

ourrioulum is too long even now

•0* After graduating from high school, how many years do you
actually expect to spend in training for any occupation which
you may bo considering? Indicate the total number of years
in college (and graduate work, if any) that you expect to
complete.
(If you have no specific occupational choice, how
lon& do you expect to spend in sohoolv)
89

exactly 4 years
b

18

years

6 years

yours

0

7

1

8 years

0

more than 0 years

5

probably less than 4 years
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